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The big news in the hair is the volume, the fuller, the better. Just ask Orlando Pita, who perfects Gigi Hadid's beachy waves. Here are his tips for getting the perfect lush hair. Cut the layers directly into the ends of the hair. This produces an airy and fluctuating atmosphere, pita says. The uniform ends look sharp and
slender, but not floating. Blow your hair with your hands. Customers at my salon keep asking me to blow my hair with their hands instead of a brush, pita says. Brushing adds enamel, but tousling with your fingers as it dries creates volume. Break the curling iron. A curled iron is my new favorite tool, says Pita, who likes to
add a slight curve to the ends for a lush, sex-kittenish effect. On short hair, curl random sections and run your hands through them to create a random texture. You're in no hurry to color your roots. It's okay to have one-inch roots, pita says. In fact, it's okay to have six-inch roots. Dark roots create contrast, size and the
appearance of fullness. Coolest ponytail hairstyles: Never wanted could you crank the volume on your Android device up to an 11 so you can actually hear notifications or increase volume during calls? After buying my Galaxy Nexus I found that the sound level was a bit low for my preference, and I immediately started
looking for ways to increase the volume. There are a lot of audio applications in the Google Play Store, but unfortunately many of them just seem to help change sounds, and not actually increase the volume. Luckily for me a search of Android Central forums led me to a great application, Volume, which just so happens
to have a free and paid version. I started with installing the free version to see what kinds of improvements could bring me, and I was immediately satisfied with the results. One the application is launched there are options to change the speaker, headset or Bluetooth settings, as well as give you the ability to upgrade to
the full version. If you're looking to get stronger notifications from your device's speakers, or crank the music a little higher, click the speaker change and then select the first option. Down gives you a volume level option where you can add 1 -4 dollars to the sounds, depending on how loud you want it to go. The paid
version will take you up to 8 dollars, which is probably more than any of us will really need. In addition to volume improvements you can change the bass levels and in the paid version there are also EQ settings. If you have a higher volume during calls on your headset or Bluetooth you can make changes to those in the
same way as the speaker. This allows you to make things a little stronger than the headset you're using wanted it to be, so proceed cautiously as you raise this. Overall the application is great, it's super simple and that's all it needs to be. Let those annoying annoying notifications be gone, and take control of the noise
levels today! Download: Volume: Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. In the 1980s, the mousse was known not only for pumping volume on the hair, but to
give it a crisp, crispy look. These days, volumizing mousses are much more sophisticated: you get shine, grip and va-va-voom, but none of that stiff feeling. In fact, today's volumizing mousses are large for a variety of hair types, worries, and purposes. Mousse is a very versatile styling product, says Michelle Dixon,
hairdresser at Maxine Salon in Chicago. It is not heavy and provides bounce and height, improves curls and waves, and has frizz combat capabilities as well. The best volumising mousses hydrate, fight frizz and protect the integrity of your hair, Dixon says. Hydration is the key to healthy, inflatable hair, so definitely use
one that has moisturizing oils and butter, she explains, adding that she loves avocado. And if you have smooth hair, you will want to choose a moisture-resistant mousse so that your volume does not fall flat. Here, we have collected the best volumizing mousses for every type of hair and concern. This volumizing mousse
offers superior grip, body and shine, all while conditioning your hair. The alcohol-free formula is loaded with nourishing, body-building, bright kukui nut oil. Users are excited about its ability to keep hair full for days without making your hair feel sticky or weighing it down. Get fuller-looking hair for less with this budget-
friendly volumizing mousse. Ideal for fine hair, this mousse seriously increases volume by lifting hair to its roots. Caffeine in the formula creates fullness without the crisis, while polymer technology works to thicken the wires. If you have fine hair, then you know that mastering volume is a difficult thing. Get into this
thickening mousse, which works wonders on fine hair. The formula contains a patented thickening molecule that actually makes you feel like you're sticking your hair thicker. And, that feeling of fullness really lasts. The lighting means that this volumizing mousse is far from rigid. Users rave that gives them end, flat hair the
body that always craved. When it comes to using volumizing mousse on thick hair, it is important to choose one with a strong grip so that the hair can maintain its volume throughout the day. This volumising mousse with a strong grip is impressive for thick hair. Over Long-lasting volume, it also provides a seriously
smooth finish and a great definition of curl. Volumising mousse is a key product to make sure curls are the best ever, and this particular is a great option for curly hair. The rich formula, infused with coconut oil, neem oil, neem, Silk proteins, moisturizes dry curls, tames frizz and offers a silky finish with greater bounce.
You will like it as smooth, inflatable, and defined your curls look when using this mousse. Get the voluminous beachy waves of your dreams with this long-lasting volumizing mousse that's perfect for wavy hair. The mounted formula features modeling polymers for a long-lasting grip without the crisis. With a flexible grip,
you won't be able to stop running your hands through your summer-inspired waves. You think you can't use the volumizing mousse if your hair is dry? Think again. Say hello to softer hair and more bouncier when using this volumizing mousse. Papaya extract creates volume and adds shine, vegetable proteins
strengthens hair, and neem oil balances moisture. This volumising mousse also offers thermal protection so you can blow-dry or curl without worrying about your drier hair feeling. Hair that feels weak? Turn your attention to this volumizing mousse, which not only thickens the hair, but strengthens it. The powerful formula
ensures a long-lasting body and makes the hair thicker, thanks to non-sticky polymers. It also minimizes hair loss caused by breakage. This is my favorite for natural hair, Dixon says. The blend of coconut oil and argan oil adds definition, shine and body to natural hair, and smoothes frizz for booting. While this volumizing
mousse is effective in defining and adding the body, it still has a light finish without residue. Try it with roller sets, flexi-rod sets or a wash-and-go haircut. Dixon is a fan of this volumizing mousse. It's great for auction sets and wrapping your hair, it will give great bounce, she says. Users love how it leaves curly hair without
frizz, stating that it makes hair much more manageable. Users also note that the moisturizing formula, which includes natural lerides, rosemary essential oil, and nettle extract, does not cause accumulation or leave any residue. This volumising mousse gives a lot of body for a blowout on smooth hair, Dixon says. It is my
favorite for a sexy shot and gives a silky finish. The lightweight formula, characterized by cedar bud, pumps the volume without weighing down the fine, smooth hair or leaving residue behind it. Expect a soft, smooth volume that really lasts. Beyond empenza, you can also apply to the hair and let the dry air for the body
added on the smooth hair. French women swear by this chic beauty brand - and the volumizing mousse, ideal for thin or crespi hair, is one of its best products. Alcohol-free formula smoothes frizz, he adds body and increases the sharpness of shine. If you are willing to spend on a volumizing mousse, then this is definitely
a worthy purchase. We all know that there are a lot of beauty gems found in the pharmacy, and this is certainly the case with this volumizing mousse, a favorite of Holly Rhue, Associate Editor of Byrdie. Le Le it's super-light and keeps frizz, static, and flyaways at bay as it volumizes. You will be impressed with how soft
your hair feels all day. Rhue loves this volumizing mousse, which has an oh-so-moisturizing formula that plumps the hair shaft in volume and thickness. The mousse also protects the hair from heat and also strengthens the threads. In addition, it offers UV protection and is safe for use on hair treated with color and
keratin. As for how to use any volumizing mousse? First emulsify the mousse in your hands and then apply to wet hair from root to toe, working in the hair with your fingers or a comb, Dixon suggests. Make sure it really gets into the root for the best volumizing effect. How does the new business world sound? For people
who settle for standard speakers that come with most PCs, it still sounds tinny. And it seems like a missed opportunity. Whether you're listening to streaming audio from a trade show presentation or looking for NetRadio's bhangra mix while crunching numbers, the quality of your speakers can seriously affect the quality of
your computing experience. When it comes to high quality at an affordable price, few speakers compare to the Monsoon MM-1000, from Sonigistix Corp. Monsoon speakers deliver crisp, high-fidelity sound and an engraved bass base that supports 3D audio effects. Thin-thin satellite speakers send the audio output
directly to you, thus limiting the distortion caused when the sound reflects the monitors and other things on the desk. Monsoon's universal serial bus (USB) stand makes the system a cinch to set up, and a small volume control disc makes it easy to lower the sound. The speakers look cool too. The Monsoon system sells
for $229. For more information, call Monsoon Multimedia (877-722-8346) or visit the Web (www.monsoonpower.com). (www.monsoonpower.com).
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